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ABSTRACT 

Physical and biological properties were determined for a preliminary production run of low-ammonia latex from 
_guayule (GR latex). GR latex, and dipped films produced from compounded GR latex, contain none of the Hevea

allergens known to elicit Type I systemic allergic reactions. The polymer phase of GR latex has a lower bulk viscosity 
and a higher resin content than that of NR. In addition, GR latex serum and rubber lack the activating components 
present in NR latex. As a result, GR latex cures more slowly and reaches a lower state of cure. The aged stress-strain 
properties of cured GR films are nonetheless similar to those of NR films. 

INTRODUCTION 

Products made from the latex of Hevea brasiliensis Muell. Arg. (NR latex) are responsible 

for causing immediate hypersensitivity reactions, including Type I systemic allergic reactions, 

in susceptible individuals.1 Current estimates derived from analysis of blood donor sera

indicate that up to 6.5% of the U.S. population may be hypersensitive at present. 2 Attempts 

to identify latex allergens have implicated proteins with sizes ranging from 2 to 100 kD and 

include both soluble and rubber particle-bound proteins.3
-

5 Extracts of finished goods such

as latex gloves contain these same allergens.6 The magnitude of the allergic response can 

depend on the extent to which the proteins have been denatured during processing.3 Direct 

contact with rubber goods is not necessary to elicit an allergic response. For example, latex 

proteins bind to the cornstarch used as a glove lubricant, allowing airborne transport of the 

allergens when gloves are put on or removed.7 Extractable latex allergens have also been 

isolated from respirable particles, possibly tire fragments, in urban air samples.8 

Producing a hypoallergenic NR latex requires the extensive removal of both rubber par

ticle-bound and soluble latex proteins.5 However, latex allergenicity is species-specific. The 

latex of guayule (Parthenium argentatum Gray) ( GR latex) does not elicit an allergic response 

in individuals with severe hypersensitivity to NR latex.9-11 

We report here the physical and biological properties of a preliminary production run 

of low-ammonia GR latex. The performance of the GR latex in the preparation of dipped 

films was compared to those of a conventional NR latex and a low-protein NR latex. Ap

proaches to optimizing the physical characteristics of GR latex films are also described. 

EXPERIMENT AL 

LATEX 

GR latex. -Mature, field-grown guayule shrub was harvested during February-April, 

1994, at the Maricopa Agricultural Center of the University of Arizona. The shrub was 

sprayed with water, baled, and covered in plastic before transport to the Bioresources Re

search Facility of the University of Arizona at Tucson. The shrub was passed through a 

hammermill with a 6.5 mm screen in an aqueous medium (1 : 5 w /v) containing 0.1% w /w 
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